The Mystery of Life and Death. (Milwaukee 1/27/29)

I. Fundamental Principle the universality of the Law of Periodicity or Causal connection.
   A. While in metaphysical sense cause and effect are co-existent simultaneously, spread out in time and space action works out thru cycles.
      1. Kantian concept that time and space are forms which the perceiver imposes on the raw material of his experience.
      2. Einstein relativity abandons objectivity or independent existence of time and space.
      3. These positions accord with the occult one that time and space are simply the forms in which consciousness projects itself.
   B. Hence all reality appearance derivative from a super-sensuous Reality.
      1. When it is said that the phenomenal world is unreal it is meant that that world is not self-existent.
         1. Hence the understanding of the phenomenal cannot be fully achieved by a study of the phenomenal alone.
         2. The ultimate reality is manifested thru a process of periodicity whereby all parts ultimately cancel each other.
            a. An examination of a part of this process may give a sense of direction in the universe, but only because the examination is incomplete.
         3. From the law of periodicity we may infer the completion of any state now known, is in its opposite.
            a. Waking balanced by sleeping, flow by ebb, birth by death, etc.

II. Follow outline in "What happens after Death."
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